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Punk rock (or "punk") is a rock music genre that developed in the mid-1970s in the United States, United
Kingdom, and Australia. Rooted in 1960s garage rock and other forms of what is now known as "proto-punk"
music, punk rock bands rejected perceived excesses of mainstream 1970s rock.Punk bands typically
produced short or fast-paced songs, with hard-edged melodies and singing styles, stripped ...
Punk rock - Wikipedia
Australian musicians played and recorded some of the earliest punk rock. The Saints released their first
single in 1976. Bands playing subgenres or offshoots of punk music, such as local hardcore acts, still have a
strong cult following throughout Australia.Fans started to form bands, both punk and dissimilar in sound,
beginning a distinct Brisbane punk scene, one of the first in the world.
Punk rock in Australia - Wikipedia
Cheap Punk Rock CDs. We have added some great new sellers to this site, so the range of CDs on offer is
now better than ever !
Punk Domain - Very Rare and Obscure Punk Rock from 1977 to
Home of punk rock & roll band Electric Frankenstein! over 20 years, over 100 releases, and more, almost
single-handedly returning rock to its most basic and savage roots, the way it was meant to be.
Electric Frankenstein - ROCK! HIGH ENERGY PUNK ROCK & ROLL!
Sudden Death Records was started in 1978, as a way to put out the first D.O.A. record, the 7" EP "Disco
Sucks". Up until the beginning of 1998 it was a part time label, then we got serious. We have bands from all
over the world, with styles ranging from punk to rock to experimental. We even have our own acoustic stuff
we call anarcoustic! So there you have it, my friends!
Sudden Death Records - Home
Les paroles de punk rock sont gÃ©nÃ©ralement d'une nature de confrontation ; en comparaison avec les
autres genres musicaux populaires, elles commentent souvent des affaires sociales et politiques [24].Des
chansons comme Career Opportunities de The Clash ou Right to Work de Chelsea parlent du chÃ´mage et la
rÃ©alitÃ© parfois triste de la vie urbaine [25].
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